Our Company

In 1991, Neusoft was founded in two tiny classrooms on the campus of Northeastern University of China. Today, Neusoft employs more than 18,000 employees around the world serving the industries of healthcare, telecom, utilities, manufacturing, education, transportation and others with secure, reliable, high-quality, and scalable solutions.

In addition to developing our own technology, Neusoft has also developed several successful joint ventures with other industry leaders such as Alpine, Nokia, Toshiba, NEC and Philips. Together our Engineers continue to design and embed state-of-the-art software into the top global brands in markets such as medical imaging equipment, digital home appliances, mobile terminals and smarter automobiles.

Globally Neusoft has subsidiaries in Japan, Europe and the Middle East as well as three information institutes and biomedical and information schools with more than 26,000 students.

Clinical Innovation

Born of a rich academic history, Neusoft Medical exemplifies the scientific pursuit of innovation. With about 15% of revenue allocated to R&D each year, Neusoft Medical has developed a world-class team of professional innovators.

Neusoft Medical is a global leader in:

- Chemistry analyzers, patient monitors and diagnostic imaging systems, from basic to cutting edge, including CT and MRI scanners, digital X-ray, diagnostic ultrasound, positron emission tomography (PET), and radiotherapy systems.
- Proprietary e-health solutions including: HIS, RIS, CIS, LIS, EMR, PACS, CAD and telemedicine technology.
Milestones

1997 Neusoft produced the first CT scanner developed in China and established Neusoft Medical, Inc.

2004 Launched joint venture with Philips. Neusoft CT and MRI scanners were installed in the USA.

2006 Neusoft Medical USA subsidiary was registered and established in Houston, TX, USA.

2007 Neusoft Medical released 1000th CT scanner.

2008 Neusoft Medical provided the remote medical support system for the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

2009 PET, 16-Slice CT and 1.5T MRI were released.


2011 Named among Aon Hewitt’s “Best Employers in APAC 2011” and “Best Employer in China 2011.”

2011 Ranked among the Global Top 100 Software Vendors by PwC and lead the ranking of the China Top 100 Software Vendors.

Neusoft Medical Systems USA

Neusoft Medical Systems USA has delivered innovative alternative imaging solutions from the Neusoft Medical CT, MRI and Ultrasound portfolios to hospitals, imaging centers and physician offices throughout North America since 2006.
Neusoft Medical Systems knows that the measure of our success is the value our customers get from our CT, MRI and ultrasound products and related information technologies. We define value in two parts: sound, dependable technology that produces high-quality images within budget paired with the consistent and reliable service required to perpetuate optimal performance for the life of our equipment.

When our customers are able to “scan on,” we succeed and grow.
NeuVisionDR (HD)

Intelligent
- Easy one-button auto positioning
- Fully automatic, dual-rail suspension enables wide-range movement and more flexible operation
- Long panel-arm design allows for angle-free projection
- Flat panel has a high resolution of 3.61 p/mm
- i4A technology brings revolutionary improvement in workflow efficiency:
  - Integrated Automation
  - Integrated Adaptation
  - Integrated APR
  - Integrated Application
- Unique algorithm provides image joining function

Patient Centric
- Innovative visual guiding system for easy and fast patient positioning improves patient cooperation and throughput
- Maximum radiation dosage for chest radiograph is only 1.25uGy
- Intensive-care or pediatric patients do not have to move
- High-quality removable patient table

Networked
- Automatic refresh of RIS/HIS
- PACS/RIS systems transfers, stores and manages images for remote consultation on difficult cases

Neusoft Phoenix

The Neusoft Phoenix diagnostic ultrasound system delivers an uncompromising combination of performance, ergonomics and data management at an extraordinary value for the acute care and physician office environments. Compact and ultra portable, Phoenix is designed to fit clinical needs today and to grow as clinical applications evolve in the future.
- Excellent for cardiac, vascular, obstetrical, abdominal imaging and general imaging
- Intelligent MicroFine Focusing technique
- Patented Fusion signal processing technique
- Tissue Harmonic Imaging
- Adaptive color and adaptive Doppler
- Image management and reports system
- Extensive clinical applications
- 15” special LCD monitor

NeuVision DR is not available in all countries.
NeuViz 16

The Neusoft NeuViz 16 offers cost-effective 16-slice computed tomography with multi-detector capabilities for maximum patient throughput in an exceptionally compact design.

- Cost-effective 16-slice scanner supports high-tech care at a lower cost
- Maximum patient throughput with an exceptionally compact design
- 5.0 MHU tube configured with powerful 50 kW HV generator
- 24mm volume coverage and 0.75mm slices enable advanced motion-sensitive applications
- Advanced algorithms create impressive image quality for routine urology, neurology, orthopedic, gastrointestinal and general imaging
- Dose reduction delivers optimal dose efficiency without compromising image quality
- Remote service package links your scanner directly to an online service center
Parma Community General Hospital installed the NeuViz 16 CT system to upgrade existing CT technology in a busy outpatient environment. Linda Nicklas, Administrative Director of Radiology, explained that “We wanted leading edge technology for this center to expand our clinical capabilities, and attract new referrals.”

The NeuViz 16 system satisfies Parma’s needs delivering outstanding image quality, maximum dose efficiency and optimized workflow. “The NeuViz 16 scanner has proven to be a workhorse scanner that breezes through routine exams, and tackles advanced applications like CTA,” said Nicklas.

Parma’s CT clinical and technical support requirements are delivered by Neusoft partner, Alpha Imaging. With experienced CT clinical applications, training and technical support specialists on its staff, Alpha in conjunction with Neusoft Medical Systems operates a new, state-of-the-art CT Training and Support Center at their Cleveland, Ohio headquarters.

“Scan On” Service Guarantee

Every customer is our proof statement. Every customer is our future!

Mission-Critical Support
We recognize that CT, MRI and Ultrasound are “Mission Critical” tools for your imaging operation. We have the advanced training, tools and support resources needed to ensure maximum system availability for your patients and your business.

U.S.-Based Service Centers
Neusoft Medical Systems Customer Service team, along with our distributor partners offer an extensive network of factory trained and experienced service professionals to deliver world class support when and where you need it.

Our comprehensive parts distribution centers in Houston and Cleveland are complimented by strategic regional parts depots throughout the U.S. and Mexico, ensuring that quality OEM parts arrive quickly wherever they are needed.

Neusoft’s commitment to high-quality, cost-effective support allows you to “Scan on” with confidence.

NeuWay Financing

There is always some level of apprehension when spending capital dollars. Neusoft Medical offers an unprecedented approach to technology acquisition that allows you to move forward without fear. NeuWay Financing provides a unique path to revenues and an easy escape should the going get tough due to dwindling reimbursements or additional healthcare reform.

Here is how it works … Neusoft Medical provides you with a new CT scanner, you only assume implementation and operation costs. The actual cost of the equipment is paid out over time via a unique financing program that shares the risk and reward with you. You are in complete control of how to proceed with each 12-month anniversary.

**OPTION 1** & REMOVAL OF SYSTEM
At the end of years one or two, choose to remove the system and no more payments are made.

**OPTION 2** & PURCHASE THE SYSTEM
Purchase the system at the end of years one, two or three and you keep 100% of future revenues.

**OPTION 3** & 5-YEAR LEASE OF SYSTEM
Continue using your system, sharing revenue with Neusoft for the entire three-year period — then convert to a standard lease plus service agreement.

Neusoft makes it possible. You make it profitable.